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Use the Quick Guides to teach staff about 
SEL and spark a discussion about social 
and emotional learning in your program.
Quick Guides provides a concise 
summary of one dimension of the Ways 
of Being (WOB) model. Each Quick Guide 
contains a short description of the WOB, 
social and emotional skills associated 
with that WOB, discussion questions to 
guide staff, and practices to support 
youth.
 
Why This Matters 
? Staff awareness of social and emotional learning is 
important when effectively supporting social and 
emotional development with youth.  
? Learning about the Ways of Being can give staff helpful 
language and skills to improve their conversations with 
youth.  
 
Getting Started 
? Materials: Copies of the Ways of Being Quick Guides 
? Time: 20 minutes for each Quick Guide 
? As a facilitator, consider reading Ways of Being: A 
Model for Social & Emotional Learning, an issue brief 
about the Ways of Being model, ahead of time to 
enhance your own understanding of the Ways of Being 
model.  
 
 
How To Use It 
1) Focus on a single Quick Guide at a time.  
2) Have staff read over the sheet and then use the 
discussion questions to reflect on each Ways of Being 
within your program.  
3) To expand on the discussion, use the conversation 
starters below.  
? What other SEL skills would you add to [you’re 
your specific Ways of Being area]? 
? How do we support youth in this area? What other 
strategies might we use to support youth in in this 
area? 
? Once all Ways of Being have been reviewed,  
Which Ways of Being do you see as strongest in 
the program? Which Ways of Being do you see as 
in greatest need for improvement?  
 
Take It Further 
? Consider sharing the Ways of Being Quick Guides with 
youth or parents in your program to spark a 
conversation about SEL.  
? For an activity with youth, try adding in the characters 
from Meet the Wobbies as examples of each Ways of 
Being.  
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